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Opportunity For Businesses

Now that the central business district
of Kabul is being developed, opportunities for
business growth are abundant. A variety of
services such as banking, insurance, and
real estate are becoming more prevalent.

Wooli Jangal's Internal Procedure: Law

The law surrounding wooli Jangal's internal
procedure is complex. The government is
working on a comprehensive plan that will
establish clear guidelines for future
operations.

DANGER OF WIDENING GAP BETWEEN RICH, POOR

The growing disparity between the rich and
the poor is a concern for the government.
Efforts are being made to address this issue
through various social programs.

U.S. Troops in S. Vietnam Reach 240,000

The number of U.S. troops in South Vietnam
has reached 240,000, marking a significant
milestone in the Vietnam War.

E. W. German Politicians Plan Exchange

E. W. German politicians plan to exchange
visits as part of efforts to strengthen
bilateral ties.

Senior Citizen's Pet Cook Pots

About 1,000 people enjoyed their meal of
grilled chicken. The cook was a favorite
among the attendees.

Air Maintenance Trainee Of French T.E. School

Air Maintenance trainees are being trained
at the French T.E. School to maintain
aircraft.

Mother-in-Law Makes Me Feel Faint

My mother-in-law makes me feel faint.

All About Women

Five "Stones" Rolled Through W. Germany

Five "Stones" were rolled through West
Germany as part of the post-war recovery
efforts.

Bakuva For Desert